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Planning A Wedding And Not 
Sure Where To Start When It 
Comes To Photography And 
Portraiture? No Need To Worry. 
We've Got You Covered. Keep 
Reading Our Wedding 
Photography And Portrait Guide 
To Discover Tips, Tricks And 
Techniques We Recommend 
Brides And Grooms Take 
Advantage Of For The Very Best 
Wedding Day Photos.
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Held in a single day over a few hours, a wedding comes and goes faster than you might 
think. And when it's over, it's over. There's no redo. With all things considered, wedding 
photography becomes increasingly more important. Photos perpetuate emotion, which is 
why they say a picture is worth a thousand words. This of course means an entire photo 
album speaks through imagery to tell a story and convey certain emotions.

Planning a wedding and not sure where to start when it comes to photography and 
portraiture? No need to worry. We've got you covered. Keep reading our wedding 
photography and portrait guide to discover tips, tricks and techniques we recommend 
brides and grooms take advantage of for the very best wedding day photos.

As professional wedding photographers with years of experience in the industry, we've 
assisted countless couples in capturing memories that last forever. Let us help you preserve 
every moment that matters. This wedding guide has been designed to support those 
planning events with a focus on photography. Putting some thought into your schedule is 
the easiest way to guarantee you retain photos you'll want to treasure forevermore. Place 
the photos in a keepsake album or choose your faves to frame.

INTRODUCTION
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Let's not get ahead of ourselves. First thing's first. While you may already be imagining 
wedding day poses and photo setups, don't forget to first book your engagement session. 
Engagement photos are important because they announce the upcoming event by 
showing everyone how happy and excited the newly engaged couple is. They also allow 
couples to reflect on the pre-wedding state of bliss they were in before the big day. 

Engagement photos are more than likely the last professional photos you'll take before your 
wedding day, which is why we always recommend trying to incorporate personal touches. 
It's all about location, location, location! You may even want to choose a spot that is 
meaningful to you, such as where the two of you first met or where you shared your first 
kiss. We also suggest making sure the location matches the theme or motif of your 
wedding. If you can't decide on one look or one location, why not book multiple. Your 
photographers should be able to accommodate more than one location for an additional 
sitting fee and travel costs.

Once you've chosen your location(s), it's time to plan your outfits. Believe it or not, what you 
wear for your engagement photos can play a role in letting invitees know the style of your 
upcoming wedding. If you'll be hosting a black tie affair, your ensembles should be on the 
formal side. If your wedding will be more laid-back, communicate that through clothing 
that is more casual. And of course you'll want to make sure the outfits match and fit the 
season. Don't wear prints, patterns or colors that clash. Instead pair outfits with the same 
tones and textures. But don't overdo it. Keep prints, patterns and accessories to a minimum 
since they don't always photograph well, especially in engagement and wedding photos. 
Can't pick just one outfit? No problem. Your photographers will gladly accommodate 
wardrobe changes. Before you book check with the venue to see if there will be anywhere 
you can change between sessions.

*Reminder: Have your engagement ring cleaned before the photo session so that it 
pops in photographs. After all, it's the symbol of your love. Besides the bride and the 
groom, it's the main attraction.

ENGAGEMENT SESSION PLANNING
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Some couples choose to share a “first look” because it allows them an intimate moment 
together before the day gets carried away. Debating whether or not you should plan for a 
first look? There are some advantages and disadvantages of doing so. For starters, the 
expressions and emotions of a first look are priceless. On the other hand, the look on a 
groom's face when he first sees his bride walking down the aisle is also special. If you feel 
comfortable being emotional vulnerable in front of your guests, why not leave first 
impressions for the ceremony. If you're having a large wedding with an extensive guest list, 
you might want to set aside some time together before making the grand entrance. The 
choice to have a first look or not really depends on your comfort level. 

Whether it happens in private or in front of guests, the first look is an important moment to 
capture in photographs. There's so much hope and excitement in the eyes of those who are 
about to be united in holy matrimony. Photos of the first look take couples back to a time 
when the anticipation of being joined together was palpable. Some say it's bad luck for the 
groom to see the bride in her wedding dress before the ceremony, but there are others who 
beg to differ. If you do decide to have a first look, be sure to set aside some time in your 
wedding day schedule and let your photographer(s) know. You'll definitely want 
professional photos of this special wedding moment.

THE FIRST LOOK (YAY OR NAY)
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With the first look session out of the way, next is the ceremony. This is what you've been 
waiting for! The ceremony is the part of a wedding that seals the deal. Celebrate the union 
of two star-crossed lovers among friends and family. You don't want to bore guests, so keep 
the ceremony short and simple but nonetheless sweet and memorable.

The soft glow of candlelight evokes romance and passion, which is why we recommend 
adding it to your altar if possible. It also diffuses imperfections and highlights features with 
depth, giving way to truly stunning photographs of the bride, groom, family and wedding 
party as they perform their big day duties or simply observe the joining of two star-crossed 
lovers.

Some of the events held throughout a traditional wedding ceremony that photographers 
are keen to capture include the aisle walk, the handing off, the reciting of vows, the 
exchanging of rings and the grand finale exit. Although images don't record spoken word, 
they tell so much in terms of emotion. You'll be able to reminisce and remember every 
emotion you went through that day – from nervousness at the beginning of the ceremony 
to seriousness during the reciting of vows and the pure delight experienced once the deal is 
done. These are the photos you'll cherish forever. They're the ones you'll show your kids and 
grandkids along with stories of how your love story began.

THE CEREMONY (TIPS FOR 

LIGHTING, TIMING, DETAILS, 

AND ORDER
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PHOTO INCORPORATION 

(PORTRAITS, WEDDING PARTY, FORMALS)

Capturing every single moment of your wedding is possible with a team of professionals 
guiding you. Every moment is special but some more than others. This is where experience 
comes into play. By consulting with and getting to know couples before shooting their 
weddings, photographers are able to tailor their setups accordingly. If you and your fiance
have chosen to put emphasis on small details such as accessories or the incorporation of 
family heirlooms/keepsakes, make sure your photographer(s) know. He or she will then add 
those opportunities to his/her checklist.

Besides candid shots of couples getting ready, photographers will also want to capture 
some portraits before the wedding day festivities kick off. Make sure you allow time in your 
schedule to sit for portraits. And don't forget to include everyone. Get some taken just the 
two of you, with the bridal party, with the bride's family and with the family of the groom. It 
helps to make a list in the weeks leading up to your wedding so that nobody is left out. You 
can't go back and take the portraits again, so you better make sure you get the ones you 
want and the ones you need. Your photographer(s) will be more than happy to take plenty 
of pictures. Once they're developed, you can choose the best ones to print and frame or 
turn into wall canvases.

Experienced photographers know how to take pictures without obstructing views or 
hindering the flow of your schedule. As long as you communicate closely with your 
photographer regarding your expectations and time constraints, there should be no 
problem come the big day. Planning for photography is often overlooked by couples, 
leaving them to scramble, delay and make guests impatiently wait. To fill in that extra time, 
plan something for guests to do while you pose for portraits. For example, this would be the 
perfect time to host cocktail hour, offer a dessert bar or invite guests to leave well wishes for 
the newlyweds.
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Now that all is said and done, it's time to party! 
As you make plans for your wedding 
reception, make a checklist of moments you 
want photographers to focus on. You'll want 
pictures of toasts, the cutting of the cake and 
the first dance as a married couple. Some 
couples even add a time slot for 
photographers to photograph the venue 
before guests enter. These photos allow you to 
remember small details such as table décor 
and mood lighting. Don't forget to schedule 
some photos of the bouquet as well.

During downtimes when guests are waiting to 
be served or busting moves out on the 
dancefloor, your photographers will be there 
to snap some candid shots. Having pictures of 
guests partying and celebrating lets couples 
go back and relive that night long after the 
last goodbye. Brides and grooms aren't able to 
be in attendance for every moment, but 
photography saves the day. You'll have 
pictures of friends and family celebrating and 
reveling in the love you share. Make a 
wedding album that's more personalized than 
a guest book. You'll forever remember the 
people who were so kind to attend your 
wedding and celebrate your nuptials.

There are other photo opportunities that 
present themselves at wedding receptions. 
Other than the first dance between the newly 
married couple, your photographer should 
also capture pictures of the mother-son dance 
and the daddy-daughter dance. We also 
recommend having your photographer take 
photos of the best man's toast, maid of honor 
toast and any toasts raised in honor of the 
newlyweds.

Planning a wedding comes with its 
challenges. Get a head start by planning early. 
The earlier you plan, the easier and less 
stressful things will be closer to your wedding 
day. If you're not working with a wedding 
planner and taking on the planning yourself, 
lists and guides like ours will come in handy. 
To ensure your day goes off without a hitch, 
thoroughly read through our wedding 
photography guide. It has been written to 
serve as a go-to resource for brides and 
grooms mapping out wedding day 
scheduling.

RECEPTION 

PLANNING & TIPS
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Don't even think about waiting until last 
minute to book your wedding photographer. 
The best ones book up fast, especially during 
peak wedding season. The most reputable 
photographers only work with a few select 
couples at a time so that they can provide 
hands-on, all inclusive service. A rule of thumb 
most planners suggest is booking your 
photographer when you book the venue. By 
doing this you can also make sure the 
photographer is familiar with the venue you 
have chosen. If he/she has never shot at the 
venue you're using, this will also allow him/her 
plenty of time to get familiar with its layout 
and character. It's also a good idea to use the 
same photographer for your engagement 
photos and wedding photos so that the 
settings and styles are coherent. Like a book, 
photos also tell a story. The engagement 
photos (used for save the date cards) are the 
preamble, day of photos are the climax and 
the thank you photos you send wrap 
everything up in conclusion.

We hope our wedding planning guide has 
helped you gain some perspective when it 
comes to creating a pre-wedding schedule 
and a wedding day timeline. If you are ever in 
doubt, it's best to consult with your 
photographer. Having worked in various 
conditions and under a wide range of 
circumstances, experienced wedding 
photographers are skilled and highly 
knowledgeable. Working hand in hand with 
your photographer(s) is crucial, as the photos 
are what will be left once the event has come 
and gone. Think of him/her as a record keeper 
armed with an arsenal of professional 
equipment that makes for truly stunning 
photographs and portraits. When everyone is 
on the same page, there's nothing to worry 
about. Cheers to happily ever after and 
beautiful photos that artfully tell your love 
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